In the last decades, studies on travel mode detection from location data have been increasing exponentially. However, these studies have struggled with three limitations: data collection-, feature selection-, and classification approachrelated issues. Thus, we propose a novel framework to collect trajectory data and infer travel modes by making a great deal of effort. First, we conduct a travel survey with smartphones in Shanghai City, China. Furthermore, we use a prompted recall survey with surveyor intervention by telephones. In the survey, the surveyor asks respondents to validate the travel information automatically detected from trajectory data. Second, we use well-known sequential forward selection procedures to select the most reasonable combination of features. This set of features is expected to help achieve high classification accuracy with few features. Third, as a machine learning approach incorporating high resistance to noise in features, a continuous hidden Markov model is used to classify segments in dataset 1 that comprises Global Positioning System data alone. Consequently, 94.37% of segments are flagged correctly for the training dataset, while 93.47% are detected properly for the test dataset by making a comparison between detected travel modes and travel modes validated during the prompted recall survey. A higher accuracy (95.28%) is achieved in the test dataset on dataset 2 that consists of Global Positioning System, accelerometer, Global System for Mobile communication, and Wi-Fi data. The promising results obtained with this method provide a new perspective in understanding travel mode detection and other related issues in Global Positioning System travel surveys, including trip purpose detection.
Introduction
Traffic congestion in cities has increasingly spread in terms of temporal and spatial ranges. Transportation infrastructure investment was significantly increased to ease congestions by increasing the supply of transportation. However, this strategy did not evidently improve the performance of transportation networks as we expected because increased traffic demand was stimulated using newly built traffic facilities. 1 In the past couple of decades, transportation planners have, therefore, attempted to regulate traffic demand by establishing and implementing feasible demand management policies that depend on daily travel patterns of residents. 2, 3 Household Travel Surveys (HTSs) and Personal Travel Surveys (PTS) are generally used to 1 School of Economics & Management, Shanghai Maritime University, Shanghai, China 2 collect explicit travel attributes, including travel destinations, travel timing, travel modes, trip purposes, and sociodemographic characteristics. 4 The data collected are usually used to derive daily travel patterns and policies for transportation demand management.
Traditional HTSs/PTSs are generally executed through retrospective surveys or diary surveys, in which respondents either report their travel information in face-to-face/telephone interviews or record their travel information on paper-based/Internet-based questionnaires. Therefore, respondents need to remember start and end times, origination and destination locations, travel modes, and trip purposes and undertake a heavy burden. Moreover, respondents tend to approximate travel timing as the adjacent 5 min, 10 min, and even half-hour, as well as underreport trips with a short distance or duration. These issues encountered by traditional HTSs/PTSs necessitate the development of a new mode of travel surveys. 5 As Global Positioning System (GPS) positioning devices with high accuracy have become technically mature and economically acceptable, researchers gradually conduct HTSs/PTSs with GPS as viable alternatives to conventional surveys. As a new technology, GPS has been applied in travel surveys since the later part of the 1990s. The first travel survey with GPS was implemented by the Federal Highway Administration in 1996 to track vehicles and to record vehicle trajectories of respondents. 6 Thereafter, travel surveys with GPS have been increasingly applied in a large number of countries, including Canada, Denmark, Israel, the Netherlands, Sweden, Australia, United States, United Kingdom, Austria, France, Japan, and Switzerland. 7 Travel information, including travel modes and trip purposes, cannot be derived directly from travel surveys. [8] [9] [10] This study aims to derive travel modes automatically from GPS trajectory data. Travel mode detection is a classification issue, which is an example of pattern recognition in computer science. In this issue, the problem of identifying the set of travel modes to which a new observation belongs is based on a training dataset of samples (or observations) whose travel modes are known. 11, 12 Travel mode detection is also a multiclass classification problem, which often requires the combined use of multiple binary classifiers because many classification methods are developed particularly for binary classification. Travel modes are generally detected with rule-based or machine learning approaches. Rule-based approaches are easy to understand and produce a good classification result in some situations. However, machine learning approaches have an advantage over rule-based approaches because of the preferable generalization ability and potentially flexible and robust superiority of the former in handling issues in multiple contexts. 13 Travel mode detection with machine learning approaches consists of three steps: data collection (involving the device used to record GPS data, the method of validating travel information, and sample size), feature selection for classification (involving the selection of the best feature set), and classification approaches (involving details of classification approaches used). Accordingly, the limitations on these efforts can be classified into three categories: data collection-, feature selection-, and classification approach-related issues.
Issues associated with data collection in HTSs/PTSs with GPS compromise the device for recording trajectories and methods for validating travel information. Most existing studies used dedicated GPS devices in collecting GPS data. However, travel surveys with dedicated GPS devices incorporate the following limitations: (1) the high cost for purchasing devices is undertaken, (2) incomplete data are usually collected because respondents often forget to take along the devices with them (3) devices must be distributed/recovered as long as a respondent participates in/exits this survey, and (4) sample size is limited by the number of dedicated GPS devices available.
14 Another issue on data collection is the validation of travel information, which is crucial in developing automated algorithms to extract travel information from the raw GPS positioning data streams. Prompted recall (PR) surveys have emerged as effective surveys to improve the accuracy of the travel information collected. In the PR survey, respondents usually receive a map with travel trajectories of a whole day based on geographical information system (GIS) sources. This map can be used to prompt respondents to recall detailed travel information. A recent PR survey by Cottrill et al. 15 allowed respondents to modify the detected travel information (e.g. inserting/deleting trips and changing travel modes/trip purposes) online to derive the actual travel information. However, respondents may not easily master the operation to modify the derived travel information even when detailed explanations and materials are provided. For example, respondents could not easily understand the difference between a trip and an activity. Therefore, self-administered travel surveys may result in because no surveyors prompt respondents to recall detailed information. 16 Feature selection is one of the most crucial issues related to travel mode detection from GPS data. The central premise to use a feature selection technique is that features extracted from the input data are irrelevant or redundant; thus, certain features can be removed without incurring considerable loss of information. 17 The features used in existing studies on travel mode detection from GPS trajectory data generally include speed, maximum speed, 95th percentile speed, median speed, and acceleration. These speed-related features may have a strong correlation with one another. However, most studies did not discuss feature selection techniques in detail and explore the method to choose an appropriate feature selection technique thoroughly.
The machine learning approach determines the classification accuracy of travel mode detection to a large extent. 18 From an empirical perspective, a variety of machine learning approaches are used in existing literature, including decision trees, 19 Bayesian networks (BNs), 20 naive Bayesian classifier, 21 fuzzy logic, 22 hierarchical conditional random fields, 23 discriminant function analysis, 24 and support vector machines (SVMs).
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A few studies detected travel modes based on singlemode trip legs (hereafter referred to as ''segments'') or split trajectories according to a given length or duration to maximize information stored in the trajectories with small time windows, such as 1 or 2 min. A segment is a portion of travel on exactly one transportation mode.
In order to divide a trip into segments, mode change points must be identified. They are the first and last points of a gap or of a walk segment that is longer than 60 s. Mode change points divide a trip into multiple segments. Parlak et al. 26 imputed travel modes based on GPS trajectory data with ''instant mode determination'' and ''trip mode determination'' steps. In the first step, segments were derived with a threshold of 10 min, and each segment was matched with a travel mode using the random forest classifier. In the second step, a discrete hidden Markov model (DHMM) was trained for each class with actual travel modes as the hidden state set and the estimated travel modes as the observation symbol set. Travel modes were detected at the trip level. Similarly, a DHMM was used to detect travel modes. 27 As a classifier to cope with sequence data, a hidden Markov model (HMM) is an appropriate approach for detecting travel modes. The most significant advantage of an HMM versus aforementioned classifiers is the direct application of the former to the continuous data stream, which enables pattern recognition based on features with small granularity. 28 Travel mode detection with the aforementioned classifiers consists of the feature extraction and the class determination. The feature extraction transforms raw trajectory (including a number of GPS points) into a few features according to predefined formula, and the extracted features are fed into classifiers to determine travel modes. For example, the instantaneous speed of all GPS points is averaged into the feature named ''average speed.'' In this case, the information loss is inevitable due to the dimension reduction. In comparison, HMM takes full advantage of the information stored in the trajectory by analyzing the GPS points directly. The main difference between a DHMM and a continuous HMM (CHMM) is the treatment of observation. Specifically, observation probabilities are computed from a look-up table in a DHMM and are calculated based on the continuous feature vectors in a CHMM. A DHMM generally takes less time than a CHMM, but the former may incorporate lower prediction ability than the latter. 29 In the current study, travel modes are detected after the data collection process rather than simultaneously with this process. Therefore, more emphasis should be placed on prediction ability than computation time. 30 On the contrary, a DHMM is a powerful classifier that performs well on classification problems for a large training dataset with the temporal dimension, particularly tens of thousands of training samples for each class in a classification issue, whereas a CHMM is an appropriate classifier when a training dataset is small. Although we have recruited hundreds of respondents to take part in the smartphone-based travel survey in this study, the sample size might be too small to enable the sufficiently powerful prediction capability of a DHMM. In case studies, the application of a CHMM was recommended because of its prediction accuracy in most of the existing works comparing a CHMM with a DHMM; these works include studies on speech recognition. 29 An exception is an effort on handwriting recognition by Rigoll et al. 31 Although the authors attributed this result to an unusually high number of states per HMM, they believed that the result is generally not the case. In the current study, CHMM is used based on the theoretical analysis and results from case studies.
Thus, we try to understand and improve on the travel mode detection in the current study. First, we conduct a travel survey based on smartphones in Shanghai City, China. In this survey, we use a PTS with a surveyor-intervened PR survey with telephones, in which the surveyor reminds the respondents to check travel information imputed from GPS trajectory data. Second, we use well-known sequential forward selection (SFS) procedures to extract the most reasonable set of features. This set of features is expected to help achieve high classification accuracy with few features. Third, as a machine learning approach incorporating high resistance to the noise in features, 32 a CHMM is used to classify GPS data into one of the five travel modes (i.e. walk, bicycle, e-bicycle, bus, and car).
The remainder of the article is arranged as follows. The procedures of the smartphone-based travel survey with a surveyor-intervened PR technique are reported under the ''Data collection and description'' section, whereas the distribution of features and the details associated with SFS are presented under the ''Feature extraction and selection'' se1ction. The theoretical foundation of CHMM and its application in detecting travel modes are elaborated under the ''Travel mode detection with CHMMs'' section. Finally, conclusions and future directions are presented under the ''Discussion and conclusion'' section.
Data collection and description
Data collection comprises respondent instruction and data validation. Each respondent is assigned a dedicated user ID generated automatically after installing a designated application (iOS and Android versions are available so far). The respondents are also asked to start the positioning application and then upload the positioning data each day during the period of the survey. The application can record altitude, longitude, latitude, time, instantaneous speed, and accuracy with 1 Hz frequency for both Android and iOS versions. In the absence of a GPS location service, both Android and iOS versions record the estimated location according to Global System for Mobile communication (GSM)/Wi-Fi networks. However, the iOS version does not share the source of location data with applications and thus, we cannot determine whether the location data are from GPS or GSM/Wi-Fi. 33 As a result, we can only delete possible GSM/Wi-Fi location data for the iOS version based on the accuracy measure, and the remaining location data are regarded as GPS data. 26 The accelerometer data are collected by the application for Android operating system with 1 Hz frequency, which is expected to improve the accuracy for travel and activity recognition. 34 Data validation is performed in such a way that surveyors call respondents to remind them to validate the travel information derived from the trajectory data. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the survey. In this survey, PTSs are undertaken instead of HTSs because other household members may not use a smartphone when a certain member is recruited.
Respondent instruction
Survey instructions, including survey purposes, operation manual of the application, and other issues, are also vital to the survey in this study. Respondents can be encouraged to participate in this survey, start the application in time, and validate the derived travel information by elaborating survey purposes. Respondents can be encouraged to participate in this survey, start the application in time, and validate the derived travel information by elaborating survey purposes. Other issues include the application and embedded GPS units should keep running between the beginning of the first trip and the ending of the last trip, and the explicit attributes of all trips should be under attention during the whole survey period. All these requirements are designed to enable complete positioning data streams and to enable respondents to maintain a clear memory of the actual travel attributes. In addition, it is crucial for this survey to handle privacy issues reasonably. To decrease the worries of respondents about privacy issues, we explicitly explain the measures that are taken to overcome the privacy issues. On the one hand, respondents can examine the authorities achieved by the app and check whether the app collects sensible information; on the other hand, respondents can receive a commitment letter explaining that the application of the collected data is confined to scientific research alone and that the data collected are anonymous and kept secret.
Data validation
PR surveys are widely recognized as effective methods to capture the actual travel information. 35 Most of the existing studies used a self-reported PR survey. 36 In this PR survey, respondents are provided with maps with trips and stops detected automatically from the GPS data they recorded. They are also required to correct detected trips and trip-related attributes (including travel modes) when necessary. However, the respondents may have a different understanding of the notion of ''trip'' and may report their trips at different accuracies, in which the data quality of travel information depends highly on the respondents in a self-reported survey. Therefore, a PR survey joined by surveyors with telephones is used to derive the most complete and most accurate travel information possible. The respondents can access their travel trajectory using an account provided by surveyors at the beginning of the survey. Most respondents are interested in browsing their travel trajectories, which can also help to collect complete positioning data and actual travel information. On the contrary, the surveyors can prompt respondents to recall related information with telephones according to the travel information derived from raw positioning data. The surveyors also send reminders via e-mail or text message to prompt the respondents to start the positioning application in time, thereby improving the possibility of collecting complete GPS data streams. In the process of data validation, the surveyors may need to conduct various types of operations, such as adding, deleting, and modifying initial records derived from raw trajectories. These operations are similar to those in Pereira et al. 37 
Data description
A total of 352 respondents took part in this survey, but 31 of them quit because of device failure or an unexpectedly long business trip. In terms of the types of smartphones used, 187 completed the survey using Android-based smartphones and the remaining 134 used iOS-based smartphones (iPhones). This survey eventually collected travel information of 2409 persons/ day from 321 respondents from October 2013 to June 2015. The survey lasts for a long duration because the seasons for data collection affect the travel mode detection. Specifically, the features for travel mode detection have different distributions for different seasons and the detection accuracy for datasets from different seasons also varies. 38 More specifically, 246 completed this survey of 7 days, while the others range from 8 to 12 days. A total of 85 were randomly chosen to answer several questions on the survey after they completed the survey. One of these questions was whether the application caused battery drainage. The 85 respondents comprised 56 Android users and 29 iOS users. A total of 10 Android users (17.86%) and 7 iOS users (24.24%) reported battery drainage caused by the application. Figure 3 shows that the mean and standard error of GPS points were 8.39 and 3.48 m, respectively. An average duration for each respondent participating in this survey reached 7.5 days such that the data could be used to analyze multi-day travel behavior. The percentage of complete positioning data was 76.71%; that is, 1848 persons/day of data remained complete. Travel modes were first detected on dataset 1, comprising only GPS data from both systems, to develop a compatible method on both Android and iOS systems. Travel modes detected on dataset 2, which consisted of GPS, GSM/Wi-Fi, and accelerometer data from Android system, were used to evaluate the usability of GSM/Wi-Fi and accelerometer. All statements are based on dataset 1 until section ''Classification results on dataset 2.''
The walk, bicycle, e-bicycle, car, bus, and other modes (not belonging to any previous travel mode) were reported in the travel survey, and the previous five travel modes are detected in the current study. All GPS data were split into segments in accordance with the validated trips. In general, a trip may incorporate several segments. For example, an individual walks to a bus stop, takes a bus, and then walks to a shop. This trip includes two walk segments and one bus segment. A validated mode was assigned to each segment. A total of 6982 segments were extracted according to the validated travel modes. Figure 2 shows that walk mode has the highest proportion, which may be due to that walk modes are usually used during intermodal transfers. For example, a traveler may walk to a bus station after getting off a subway line if he or she needs to transfer from the subway mode to the bus mode. A significant difference in percentages was not observed among the other travel modes. Remarkably, e-bicycle segments, which are often considered to be motorized, has a substantial proportion because of a great convenience and a low purchase/use cost of e-bicycles.
Feature extraction and selection
Features regarded as inputs of a classifier should have a strong influence on the classification accuracy of travel modes. These features can be determined with the following steps: feature extraction and feature selection. Feature selection aims to derive relevant features on travel mode detection from GPS data, whereas feature selection attempts to remove redundant features without incurring considerable loss of information and to retain other features for further analysis.
Feature extraction
A feature set that is highly relevant to travel mode detection may help to improve the classification performance. Average speed, average absolute acceleration, traveled distance, and 95th percentile speed are usually used to impute travel modes. However, it may be difficult to make a distinction between car and bus modes as well as between bicycle and e-bicycle modes if only the speed-related features are applied. 39 In general, the application of a bus network layer may increase the classification accuracy of car and bus modes. 40 Nevertheless, bus networks are updated monthly and even daily in mega cities. A timely update is required to detect bus segments effectively. In this case, it may be rather costly to maintain an up-to-date bus network, which motivates us to extract a novel feature we refer to as ''low-speed point rate''; that is, the rate of GPS points with the speed of less than 1 m/s. This feature is expected to reflect the fundamental characteristics of periodical stops of bus segments. Four different critical speeds, namely, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m/s, are investigated to extract this feature. As a result, 1 m/s is used because it makes the most obvious distinction between bus and car modes. In addition, the uncertainty of speed-related features may potentially decrease the classification accuracy. 41 For instance, a bicycle segment with a relatively high speed may be mistakenly identified as an e-bicycle segment. However, an e-bicycle does not usually change the riding direction unless necessary. By contrast, a traveler riding a bicycle may stop or overtake others more casually. Thus, we develop another novel feature called ''heading change rate,'' which is denoted as the average heading change between all pairs of two consecutive points. In summary, two novel features, besides the four frequently used ones, are used to differentiate five travel modes.
Each segment should be split into a specified number of subsegments with equal duration to impute travel modes from GPS trajectory data with a CHMM. A CHMM assumes that observations are independent because of hidden states. If the specified number is large, then each subsegment can last for only a few seconds, and the assumption of independence may be violated. If the specified number is small, then the classification accuracy of the CHMM may be low. Therefore, each segment is split into 10 equal subsegments to enable a reasonable time window for each subsegment. 27 Features are extracted from each subsegment ( Figure 3) .
The abilities of different features to distinguish travel modes vary. Figure 4 displays the distribution of 69,820 subsegments with respect to six features. The probability density functions of 95th percentile speed and the average speed are similar in the sense that the latter appears to be twice longer than the former on the horizontal axis (as shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b)), except that the latter appears to be more representative than the former. This similarity indicates that both features are stable and different from the maximum speed, which tends to fluctuate significantly due to positioning errors. Both features divide five modes into three classes, that is, walk as a class; e-bicycle and bicycle as a class; and car and bus as a class. Average absolute acceleration is another valuable feature applied to impute travel modes. In terms of average absolute acceleration, the car, bus, and e-bicycle segments have similar distributions with each other and are distributed differently from other modes (as shown in Figure 4(c) ). Regarding traveled distance, there exists a high affinity between car and bus modes, and a relatively low similarity exists between these two modes and the other three modes (as shown in Figure 4(d) ). Just as we have expected, low-speed point rate may make an obvious distinction between walk and other modes as well as between bus and car modes (as shown in Figure 4(e) ). Furthermore, motorized and non-motorized modes seem to incorporate two different patterns in terms of heading change rate (as shown in Figure 4(f) ).
Feature selection
Feature selection plays a key role in decreasing the complexity and improving the classification accuracy of a classifier. Inspired by fusion approach, 42, 43 a feature selection algorithm is the combination of a search technique to construct new feature sets and an evaluation measure that rates feature sets. Most previous studies detected travel modes according to predefined features, some of which may be unnecessary in terms of the classification accuracy. Therefore, we use the wellknown SFS procedures to choose the most powerful features. The SFS is used to maximize the overall classification accuracy by choosing appropriate features. In addition, it is a bottom-up approach that starts from an empty feature set S and gradually includes the remaining features that are not included in S. Only one feature is selected each time to become a member of S according to an evaluation function defined as the prediction accuracy of the test training dataset in this study. When the inclusion of a new feature in S does not result in a better performance of the evaluation function, the search process will stop. The features included in S would not be removed from the set; thus, the SFS achieves high computation efficiency in the feature selection process. Specifically, only 1 + p(p + 1)/2 models must be trained when p features are considered. Best-subset selection (BSS) is tested to further evaluate the relative performance of SFS. BSS fits a separate model for each possible combination of the p features. That is, it fits all p models that contain exactly one feature, all p(p-1)/2 models that contain exactly two features, and so forth. We then select the best model among the 2 p possible models.
Travel mode detection with CHMMs
In this section, the details of a CHMM are elaborated and its application in deriving travel modes from GPS trajectory data is presented. The classification performance of CHMMs with SFS is evaluated using the prediction accuracy of the test dataset, and the results are given. Finally, CHMMs are compared with other commonly used classifiers.
CHMMs
A Markov chain is a random process that consists of a predefined number of states fs 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N g and a probability transition matrix A = fa ij g where a ij denotes the probability of transferring from the state s i to the state s j . This process has a property of ''memorylessness'' that the probability density function of the next state relies only on the present state. The property can be represented as in equation (1) P(S t + 1 jS 0 , S 1 , . . . , S t ) = P(S t + 1 jS t )
where S t is the state at time t. A CHMM is a Markov model with unobserved (hidden) discrete states and observable continuous observations that depend on hidden states. In the current study, an ergodic CHMM is used because each state may be reached from any other state and revisited after leaving in this type of model. The kth observation can be denoted as a sequence o k = o k, 1 o k, 2 . . . o k, T , where o k, t represents a vector with d features. In general, o k, t can be characterized with a multivariate normal distribution whose parameters depend on its corresponding state. For example, the ith state corresponds to a mean vector m i with d feature and a covariance matrix S i (d by d). The mean vectors and covariance matrices corresponding to all states are used to describe the likelihood of observations. A CHMM is denoted by the following parameter set l = (N , A, B, p) ð2Þ
The meanings of these four elements are described as follows.
N, the number of unobservable states, which is represented by s = fs 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N g. A, the state probability transition matrix A N 3 N = fa ij g, where
B, a list of N pairs (m, S), where each pair corresponds to a state. p, the initial state distribution vector p = fp i g, where
The structure of a CHMM is illustrated in Figure 5 . In this model, the number of stages of the sequence observation is T, and the number of hidden states is not necessarily T.
The application of CHMM with respect to pattern recognition consists of two procedures: model training with the training dataset and classification with the test dataset. Model training aims to derive a CHMM based on the training dataset, whereas classification attempts to classify each observation in the test dataset.
Model training with the training dataset
Before training a CHMM, the number of hidden states N and the training dataset O should be specified. The training dataset should be split into $Q$ training subsets, each including observations with a specific class. More formally, the training dataset can be described as O = fO 1 , O 2 , . . . , O Q g, where O q is the training subset fA 1 , B 1 , p 1 g are specified by the researcher or given randomly. Baum-Welch algorithm is applied to maximize the probability of the training dataset by adjusting b 1 . 44 Baum-Welch method works as follows:
An initial CHMM model is evaluated with
Given b 1 and the training subset O 1 , a new parameter set b 1 is derived according to Viterbi algorithm and forward-backward method such that 
Classification with the test dataset
The classification aims to predict the most probable class for each observation in the test dataset. The classification problem can be denoted as the argument of the maximum probability of the qth class C q , given a test
The conditional probability can be decomposed using Bayes' rule
where P(C q ), the prior probability of the qth class, is computed as the probability of observations of the qth class in the training dataset, and P(o k jC q ) is readily calculated by the so-called forward procedure. 45 The probability of the observation P(o k ) is independent of the class C q and can be regarded as a constant to predict the class of any observation.
Classification results on dataset 1
The classification results are obtained according to the following steps. First, we randomly choose 75% of the sample as training dataset and consider the others as test dataset. Accordingly, the number of segments in the training dataset and test dataset is 5237 and 1745, respectively. Second, the training dataset is used to train five different CHMMs. Third, the derived CHMMs are applied to impute the travel modes from the test dataset.
SFS is used to implement the feature selection in this study. For each step of SFS, CHMM with 2-15 hidden states are tested to determine the best CHMM, whose classification accuracy for the test dataset is used to evaluate the corresponding feature set. Based on the classification accuracy, the first feature included in the feature set is the average speed, and travel modes of over 50% of the segments in the test dataset are detected correctly with this feature (as shown in Table 1 ). Such a promising result indicates that the average speed is crucial in deriving travel modes from GPS trajectory data. The second feature introduced in the feature set is the average absolute acceleration, which increases the classification accuracy of the test dataset by 26%. This obvious improvement with the average absolute acceleration results from its differentiation ability among walk, bicycle, and e-bicycle segments. Subsequently, the low-speed point rate is included because it can obviously distinguish between bus segments and car segments. This feature increases the accuracy of the test dataset by over 13%, which is a considerable improvement in the domain of travel mode imputation. The heading change rate becomes the fourth feature included in the feature set. Although an improvement of approximately 3% seems not obvious, further improving the performance can be difficult because the accuracy of the test dataset exceeds 90%. The accuracy of the test dataset decreases after the inclusion of traveled distance in the classification model. Therefore, the SFS procedure stops with the optimal feature set consisting of four features and with the accuracy of test dataset reaching 93.47%. The accuracy of the training dataset continues to rise after the introduction of traveled distance; however, the accuracy of the test dataset decreases sharply. This sharp decrease may indicate overfitting. The traveled distance and 95th percentile speed are not applied to impute travel modes. The traveled distance is not used because it may be replaced with the average speed combined with the average absolute acceleration to a certain extent. Similarly, the 95th percentile speed is not included in the feature set, probably because it is distributed similarly as the average speed, but has less representativeness than the average speed.
The accuracy of each model with different numbers of hidden states is shown in Figure 6 to explore the effects of the feature set and the number of hidden states on the classification performance of the erected model. A reasonable number of hidden states contribute to the improvements in the accuracy of the test dataset. Few hidden states may not describe the appropriate class characteristics, whereas many hidden states may result in overfitting. Six to eight hidden states are preferable, and the highest accuracy is achieved using a CHMM with seven hidden states and four features.
The confusion matrix of the training dataset and test dataset (as shown in Tables 2 and 3 ) is used to evaluate the performance of CHMMs. The accuracy is used to evaluate the overall classification performance, whereas the recall and precision are used to assess the classification performance of a given class. 46 As a whole, the accuracy exceeds 93% for both the training and test datasets, whereas the precision and recall are over 80% for each travel mode. In addition, the travel mode imputation of the test dataset achieves as high accuracy as that of the training dataset. Such a promising result demonstrates the powerful classification performance and prominent generalization of the CHMM.
Further analysis on the precision of the travel modes in the test dataset can facilitate understanding of the advantages of CHMM in travel mode detection and the ways to improve the classification accuracy in future studies. Walk segments are imputed with the highest precision because walk modes have distinctive characteristics relative to other travel modes in terms of the average speed and the average absolute acceleration. More than 93% of the bicycle segments are detected correctly, possibly because the feature set includes the heading change rate that can effectively distinguish non-motorized segments from motorized segments. The precision for the bus and car modes exceeds 91%. In practice, it is difficult to distinguish between bicycle and e-bicycle modes as well as between car and bus modes. 40, 47 However, most falsely flagged bus segments are flagged as e-bicycle segments, rather than car segments, and vice versa. The low misidentification rate between car and bus segments may result from the application of the low-speed point rate. This low misidentification rate also indicates that this feature may take the place of a bus network to some extent. A low confusion rate also exists between bicycle and e-bicycle segments. This result may be associated with the inclusion of the heading change rate. In comparison, ebicycle segments are imputed with the lowest precision possibly because of a great similarity between e-bicycle and bicycle modes in the average speed as well as between e-bicycle and bus modes in the average absolute acceleration. Thus, features with a high differentiation ability between e-bicycle and other modes need to be extracted in a future study.
Although travel modes are detected at the segment level, activity-based models generally require travel modes at the trip level. Therefore, an aggregation rule from segments to trips should be used to determine the main mode of the trip. According to the aggregation rules proposed by Axhausen, 48 the main mode is defined as the mode with the longest distance traveled, the longest duration, or the highest speed. In this study, the first rule is used, and the resulting aggregation results at the trip level are shown in Table 4 . The classification accuracy of travel modes at the trip level is lower than that at the segment level for each mode. This scenario could be due to the incorrect detection for a segment with a main mode, which has a negative effect on trip mode accuracy. For example, a bus trip consists of a walk segment, a bus segment, and another walk segment. If the bus segment is falsely flagged, but the two walk segments are correctly detected, then the travel mode at the trip level will be classified incorrectly.
Comparison with other classifiers
Seven representative classifiers are used to impute travel modes, so that the relative performance of the CHMM is evaluated. These seven representative classifiers are SVM, multinomial logit (MNL), BN, artificial neural network (ANN), DHMM, dynamic BN (DBN), and Markov random field (MRF). The same training/ test dataset is used, and the SFS procedure is used for each classifier, leading to comparable performance of these classifiers. The SVM classifier is constructed using a Gaussian kernel with package ''e1071'' (version: 1.6-7) in R, and the values of parameters are taken according to the recommendation by Zong et al. 49 Specifically, the cost of constraint violation (constant of the regularization term in the Lagrange formulation) is 84.54, whereas the free parameter in the Gaussian kernel is 0.7367. A one-versus-rest style is used to enable the multiclass classification. The MNL model is used with all the features as individual-specific attributes and base alternative as walk. This model does not incorporate specified weights and nets of features, and it is trained and tested with package ''mlogit'' (version: 0.2-4) in R. The structure of a BN classifier is determined with a K2 algorithm, and its conditional probability tables are computed with the maximum likelihood methods. Each feature is discretized as two to five equal parts, and the best discrete features are used based on the accuracy in test dataset. Structure and parameter learning, as well as inference, are implemented with package ''bnlearn'' (version: 4.0) in R. The ANN classifier is constructed with a three-layer neural network. Next, 1-20 neurons are tested for the hidden layer and the best performance is achieved with 13 neurons. The ANN classifier is trained with the backpropagation method, and the activation function uses a sigmoid form. The ANN classifier is implemented with a ''neuralnet'' package (version: 1.32) in R. Two to fifteen hidden states are tested using a DHMM, and each feature is discretized as two to five equal parts. Based Table 5 , the performance of classifiers is generally evaluated with the classification accuracy of the training and test dataset. The CHMM achieved the highest accuracy in both the training and test datasets. In fact, the relative classification accuracy of these classifiers is theoretically interpretable to a certain extent. Although the SVM classifier has excellent distinction ability by mapping feathers from a low-dimensional space to a high-dimensional one, it encounters challenge in its non-probabilistic classification output, denoting its inability to deal with ambiguity inherently involved in travel mode imputation. The MNL model is widely applied in the domain of travel behavior, but may be inappropriate for the travel mode imputation because the independence of irrelevant alternatives may fail. The BN classifier generally has a favorable classification ability, but it is more suitable to handle discrete features. The ANN classifier represents complex nonlinear relationships between independent and dependent variables, but is prone to overfitting in some cases. The accuracy in training and test dataset of DHMMs is lower than that of CHMMs, which may contribute to the relative advantage of CHMMs in terms of accuracy as compared with DHMMs. According to the classification results, the accuracy in training dataset of DBN is slightly higher than that of CHMMs. This scenario occurs possibly because a CHMM is a special case of the DBN family; 50 thus, flexibility and excellent fitting ability are incorporated by DBN. 51 However, the prediction ability of DBN is lower than that of CHMMs. This scenario may result from a high flexibility and may result in an overfitting. MRF achieves the highest accuracy in test dataset among the seven benchmarks probably because of the MRF nature of the undirected graph, thereby enabling the distribution of a node to depend on its immediately previous node and on the next node. This is in line with the actual situation because mode transferability exists among neighboring segments when multiple travel modes are adopted sequentially during a tour. However, the estimation procedure of MRF deals with local minimization schemes, which implies the possibility of failing to achieve the global optimum. 52 This result demonstrates the reasonability of a CHMM in detecting travel modes. Furthermore, the CHMM achieved the smallest difference in the accuracy between training and test datasets. Therefore, the CHMM achieved better generalization than its competitors.
Classification results on dataset 2
The dataset 2 comprises a training dataset of 3042 segments and a test dataset of 1017 segments. Unlike the dataset 1, the dataset 2 includes the GSM/Wi-Fi data, which are not so accurate as GPS data, but can compensate for GPS signal loss or smooth the location data. In this study, the location data are pre-processed using a Kalman filter, which is used to derive accurate trajectories by combining the GSM/Wi-Fi data and the GPS data based on a linear motion model with the zero mean, Gaussian-distributed acceleration. 27 Accelerometer data consist of readings (a x , a y , a z ) in three directions. The l 2 norm (f a = jja x , a y , a z jj = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a 2 x + a 2 y + a 2 z q ) of the readings are computed to obtain rotation invariant observations. Average, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation, coefficient of variance, and interquartile range of f a are introduced to the feature set. With the same method for feature selection as the dataset 1, average speed, standard deviation of f a , average absolute acceleration, low-speed point rate, and heading change rate are sequentially included to the optimal feature set for the dataset 2. The inclusion of standard deviation of f a as the second feature in the optimal feature set indicates the potential benefit of the accelerometer data in travel mode detection. Eight hidden states are included in the model with the highest accuracy in the test dataset on dataset 2. As shown in Table 6 , the precision and recall are higher than the test dataset on dataset 1 for any travel mode. This indicates the necessity of detecting travel modes with the accelerometer data. In addition, the inclusion of the accelerometer data results in the highest increase in the recall for the walk mode. This is consistent with the conclusion reached by Feng and Timmermans. 53 
Discussion and conclusion
The contribution of the article is summarized as follows. First, a travel survey with smartphones is conducted by a surveyor-involved PR survey with telephones. In this PR survey, the surveyor asks respondents to validate the travel information derived from the trajectory data, increasing the data quality of the ground truth. In the era of the artificial intelligence, the PR survey becomes a reliable approach to collect large-scale travel diaries adopted to train classification models for detecting travel modes. Second, SFS procedures are applied to select the most reasonable set of features, and they enable high classification accuracy with few features. The SFS procedures contribute to the alleviation of the overfitting issue that is often encountered in many classification tasks and the improvement of the computation time due to the reduction of features. Third, as a machine learning approach that incorporates high resistance to the noise in features, a CHMM is used to detect travel modes. The CHMM can take full advantage of information stored in the trajectories with smaller time windows, such as 1 or 2 min. The CHMM detects travel modes from a novel perspective by dividing a segment into a number of subsegments, which is obviously different from previous studies that only extract features at the segment level and neglect the possibility of improving classification accuracy by splitting a segment. The CHMM with SFS procedures achieved an accuracy of 94.37% for the training dataset and 93.47% for the test dataset on dataset 1. In addition, 95.28% of segments are detected correctly in the test dataset on dataset 2. The promising results obtained with this method provides a novel perspective in travel mode detection and other related issues in GPS travel surveys, including trip purpose detection. Compared with other commonly used methods, the CHMM achieved the highest classification accuracy and exhibited a favorable generalization. From the perspective of empirical studies, the CHMM also has an advantage over other similar efforts. Zheng et al. 54 used decision trees to differentiate walk, bicycle, car, and bus modes and correctly classify 75.6% of samples. Tsui and Shalaby 55 used fuzzy logic method to detect these four travel modes, and high accuracy of 91% was achieved.
The CHMM has a bright prospect of imputing travel modes in a smartphone-based travel survey. As smartphones become increasingly popular, smartphonebased travel surveys are expected to become more attractive because they can decrease the burden of respondents and improve the data quality using a PR survey. The improvement of the automation in travel surveys also emphasizes the role of classifiers with high classification accuracy. In a future study, we need to extract features that achieve high distinction between ebicycle segments and segments with other modes because of the relatively low precision in detecting ebicycle segments.
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